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	Key Features Get the first book to explore Scala performance techniques in depth! Real-world inspired use cases illustrate and support the techniques studied and the language features This book is written by Vincent Theron and Michael Diamant, software engineers with several years of experience in the high-frequency trading and programmatic advertising industries Book Description Scala is a statically and strongly typed language that blends functional and object-oriented paradigms. It has experienced growing popularity as an appealing and pragmatic choice to write production-ready software in the functional paradigm. Scala and the functional programming paradigm enable you to solve problems with less code and lower maintenance costs than the alternatives. However, these gains can come at the cost of performance if you are not careful. Scala High Performance Programming arms you with the knowledge you need to create performant Scala applications. Starting with the basics of understanding how to define performance, we explore Scala's language features and functional programming techniques while keeping a close eye on performance throughout all the topics. We introduce you as the newest software engineer at a fictitious financial trading company, named MV Trading. As you learn new techniques and approaches to reduce latency and improve throughput, you'll apply them to MV Trading’s business problems. By the end of the book, you will be well prepared to write production-ready, performant Scala software using the functional paradigm to solve real-world problems. What you will learn Analyze the performance of JVM applications by developing JMH benchmarks and profiling with Flight Recorder Discover use cases and performance tradeoffs of Scala language features, and eager and lazy collections Explore event sourcing to improve performance while working with stream processing pipelines Dive into asynchronous programming
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Exam Ref 70-695 Deploying Windows Devices and Enterprise Apps (MCSE)Microsoft Press, 2015

	Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-695--and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of deploying enterprise apps and devices. Designed for experienced IT pros ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSE level.
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Third Generation Wireless Communications, Volume 1: Post Shannon Signal ArchitecturesArtech House Publishers, 2003
...fundamental concepts, the latest design techniques and the most advanced architectures for tackling wireless communications problems...covers source coding, baseband signal shaping, adaptive air interfaces, and much more.

This is a book about the technological foundations of the next generation of wireless networks, including the...
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The Best Travel Writing 2010: True Stories from Around the WorldTravelers Tales, 2010

	My favorite mountaineering book is The Mountains of My Life, by legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti. While I love being in the mountains—it’s a rare day I don’t daydream about the Alps or the Himalayas—I am not a climber. It isn’t so much Bonatti’s exploits that inspire me as his attitude towards...
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Web Content Management With DocumentumPackt Publishing, 2006
One of the world leaders in Enterprise Content Management, the EMC Documentum family of applications helps you manage all types of content across multiple departments within a single repository. With the Web Content Management suite of applications, you can efficiently manage content and underlying processes for your Web properties, and ensures...
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Functional Analysis Methods for Reliability Models (Pseudo-Differential Operators)Birkhauser, 2011

	People are often concerned with the reliability of products they use and of the

	friends and associates with whom they interact daily in a myriad of ways. Although

	the term “reliability” may not occur in the description of a given product

	or interaction, it is often the attribute that the individual means in expression of...
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Powerhouse Partners : A Blueprint for Building Organizational Culture for Breakaway ResultsDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
For any manager or executive committed to achieving business goals through effective strategic partnership, this book gathers successes of some of the world's leading companies to deliver a tool kit for shaping a partnering culture.

From the author who introduced the groundbreaking concept of Partnering Intelligence come the...
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